University To Raise Tuition
For Undergraduate Schools

$50 increase begins in September; Higher Salaries Planned for Faculty

The University has announced increases in student tuition beginning in September. The increase is in addition to the current 10% increase, effective in July, and will bring total tuition to $50. The increase is in line with the University's policy of keeping tuition increases as low as possible.

In addition, Dr. Harnwell stated that "the previous benefits to students. The additional income realized from tuition increases will be distributed to students in the form of increased financial aid and higher salaries for faculty."

"The increase in tuition is intended to provide additional financial aid for students. The additional income realized from the tuition increase will be distributed to students in the form of increased financial aid and higher salaries for faculty."

Tuition Rise Is Second One In 13 Months

The increase in tuition is the second one in 13 months. The first increase, in July, was $100.

Dr. Harnwell said that the increase was necessary to meet the rising costs of education. "The increase in tuition is necessary to meet the rising costs of education. The increase is in line with the University's policy of keeping tuition increases as low as possible."
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Dr. Harnwell said that the increase was necessary to meet the rising costs of education. "The increase in tuition is necessary to meet the rising costs of education. The increase is in line with the University's policy of keeping tuition increases as low as possible."
The Bridge And The Brothers

by Arthur Lichtendorf

The story is simple, but it has a certain fascination... Its theme is a study of character, a psychological novel. There are elements of a psychological novel, but the story is largely developed through situations and the character of the protagonist... The story is told in a style that makes it easy to read, and the characters are well drawn. It is a fascinating story that will keep you reading until the end.
Fencers Place 8th: Traendly Advances

Heavyweight Star Enters Semi-finals

Eboncy Club, Dorm A Clash For I-M Title

FRANK TRAENDLY

Penn's outstanding heavyweight fencer, Frank Traendly, moved right in to the semi-finals of the Eastern Intercollegiate at Pittsburgh last Friday by virtue of two opening round wins. The 263-1/2-pounder was the lone Quaker survivor in the select second-division competition. Here the Penn strong man was to be opposed by Navy's star footballer, Tony Storme.

At the end of Friday's festivities, Cornell led the team scoring with 15 points while Princeton was second with 7 points and Penn was third with 5 points. The big boy on the list of the six opening round champions around the Strawbridge's side show placed six qualifiers in the semifinals.

The number one Traendly along with Al Black (185) and Bill Callender (187) were its opening heroes, but the latter two fell by the wayside in the second round. Traendly opened with an impressive win over Brown's Angus Adams. This gave the Quaker hope of a return that at Harvard's Tony Fordham, the only man able to stop Frank during the regular season. Harvard was met by Traendly.

Black defeated Army's Mike Labrot and the win brought in Pretty Shells Mayer in the semi-finals. Traendly stopped Harvard's Bob Cray after he had to the preliminary-elimination, but Potts Vincent DeVries took the title in a 13-11-4 at the next place.
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Round Trip to EUROPE for Only $315.

A COOPERATIVE CHARTERED FLIGHT THIS SUMMER ORGANIZED BY THE UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL. ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND THEIR FAMILIES ARE ELIGIBLE. FOR DETAILS, CONTACT MRS. TURNER, 117 LOGAN HALL, EV 6-0100, Ext. 515.
NOTICES

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

New toys that play for keeps—because of oil

THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN
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ATTEND THE "TRAVEL FORUM"

STUDENT TOURS

Two months of travel under the direction of experienced and com-
petent leaders. Economical, with substantial meals and good lodg-
ing. The most rewarding way for young people to see Europe.

BOSTON-CAMBRIDGE-AMHERST

"MUSIC IN ENGLAND"—high school students.

Two departures:

Sailing June 17 from Montreal
Returning August 18. $973.00

Sailing July 2 from New York
Returning August 27. $958.00

Write to above travel agent

THE HOUSE OF TRAVEL

122 45th St., 111 W. 47th St. New York 4, N.Y.

163 Walnut St., Philadelphia - Kingly 8-2180

 Why do some toys last longer nowadays? Certainly children haven't changed. What has changed
is the material many toys are made of—a plastic that's tougher, more flexible and color-fixed
because the color is part of the plastic. ESSO Research developed from oil
an essential material from which this new plastic is made. Its products for
your children, and your car, ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil.

A new idea in smoking!

Salem refreshes your taste

(registered by E. C. Bioel, Inc., New York, N.Y.)
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"Book Fatigue" Safely

Your doctor will tell you a Salem works wonders with oil.

Salem refreshes your taste

Coffee is safe as an

average cup of hot, black cof-

s. Take a well

energetic stimulation. To avoid nau-

ness, take 2 or 3 in the morning.

Combination: By 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1 P.M.

THESES (MASTERS, PH. D.)*

TYPING DONE AT HOME PROMPT.
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